Press Release

1. AREA COMMANDER OF MAOIST ARRESTED BY SSB

New Delhi-12 May, 2017 – In its offensive against maoist, 27th Bn of SSB apprehended two top rung hardcore Maoists in a joint operation with local police and Special Task Force of Bihar Police. One of apprehended maoist Musafir Sahini is an area Commander of Muzaffarpur-Vaishali zone of Communist Party of India (Maoist). He was apprehended on the information of sub area Commander of Uttar Paschim Bihar sub zone committee Rambali Paswan who was apprehended by SSB few days back. One pistol with 03 live rounds and maoist propaganda pamphlet recovered from him. Other apprehended maoist Anil Sahini was close aide of Musafir Sahini.

The apprehended Area Commander Musafir Sahini was a most wanted maoist of the North Bihar Region and there are 06 cases under IPC, Explosive and arms act registered against him under PS-Sadar of district Vaishali and PS-Saraiya, PS-Paru of Muzaffarpur Districts of Bihar. It is considered as big success for security forces and jolt to Maoists.

The apprehended maoist and recovered arms and ammunition were handed over to PS–Sakra, District Muzaffarpur.

2. SSB ANTI HUMAN TRAFFICKING TEAM NEBBED THREE HUMAN TRAFFICKER

New Delhi-12th May, 2017 – 20Th Bn of SSB conducted a joint operation with NGO “Child line” and rescued eight (04 Indian and 04 Nepali) minor children from the clutches of human trafficker and also apprehended three human
traffickers from the Karambhumi Express train which was going to Mumbai from Bairgania Railway Station and apprehended three human traffickers. 02 human traffickers are resident of Sitamadhi and one from Nepal origin. All Rescued children were being taken to Mumbai under the guise of providing employment. The rescued children’s were handed over to NGO “Child line” for rehabilitation and apprehended traffickers were handed over to Railway Police force, Sitamadhi. Till date, this year SSB has registered 48 cases, rescued 221 victim of human trafficking and arrested 68 human traffickers.
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